


RELOCATION TO SWITZERLAND 

Foreign Nationals (FNA)2 applies, as weil as another important legislative text, the 

Ordinance of 24 October 2007 on Admission, Period of Stay and Employment 

(ASEO).3 

For citizens of EU member states, their family members, and certain service 

providers from these states, the AFMP provides comprehensive regulations for 

the reciprocal movement of persons between states. Tue FNA is therefore only 

applicable to EU/EFTA citizens if the AFMP and its implementing provisions 

do not contain any divergent provisions, or if the regulations of the FNA are more 

favorable for citizens and their family members.4 The FNA regulates the admission 

of foreign nationals and aims to improve the legal status and integration of foreign 

nationals in Switzerland. lt also protects the ordre public. 

3.2 Differences between the FNA and the AFMP 

Tue dual system (the AFMP and FNA) creates a privileged status for EU/EFTA 

nationals in terms of access to the Swiss labor market. To third-country nationals, 

however, restrictive authorization that lays down high entry hurdles applies. 

Tue AFMP and FNA differ in some aspects:5 

• Tue AFMP grants a legal right of entry, residence, access to work as an employed

person, establishment on a self-employed basis, and the right to stay in Switzerland.

lt does not leave the decision up to the discretion oflocal authorities

• Tue FNA on the other hand, grants the executive authorities a wide margin

of discretion. Tue authorities may decide whether or not they issue a permit.

Art 96 of the FNA regulates the exercise of discretion in that it stipulates that

authorities shail take into account public interest and personal circumstances, as

weil as the degree of integration of foreign nationals6 

• One of the fundamental principles of the AFMP is the non-discrimination against

nationals who are lawfuily resident in the territory of a Contracting Party7 

There are also differences in legal procedures and the voidability of rulings by 

authorities. Citizens ofEU/EFTA countries may use the ordinary courts. They may, 

for example, file an appeal in matters of public law at the Federal Supreme Court, 

2 SR 142.20 
3 SR 142.201 
4 art 12 AFMP 
5 Factsheet on Free Movement of Persons with the European Union, State Secretariat for Migration (SEM) 
6 Spezialisierungskurs im Arbeitsrecht 2013/2014, Dr. iur. Felix Klaus, s 4 seq 
7 art 2 AFMP and annexes 1, II and III 
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RESIDENCE PERMITS AND PERMANENT SETTLEMENT 

Non-EU/EFTA citizens 
Work permits for citizens of non-EU/EFTA countries are subject to a nation-wide 

quota. Tue annual quota is set by the Swiss Confederation and cantons, that take 

into account the macroeconomic interests and the current labor market. The issuance 

of work permits also depends on whether the conditions of work and salary are equal 

to Swiss standards. Additional payments can be required to match Swiss standards. 

This provision protects domestic employees from wage dumping and abusive 

working conditions. In addition, employees from non-EU/EFTA countries are 

only permitted to the Swiss labor market if no appropriate candidate can be found 

throughout Switzerland and other EU/EFTA countries. The foreign employee must 

be considered to be especially qualified for the position in question. The authorities 

will require proof that an employer made an effort to recruit in Switzerland and 

EU/EFTA countries, and that no qualified Swiss citizen, foreign national with a 

Swiss residence permit, or EU/EFTA citizen could be found. Candidates are also 

required to fulfill personal requirements according to the FNA. 13 

Depending on the purpose of the stay, different types of permits apply. The short

term residence permit (L-permit) will allow the stay and gainful activity within 

Switzerland for 12 months. Due to the priority of Swiss citizens and nationals 

of EU/EFTA states in the labor market and the quota requirement, it is difficult 

to obtain such a permit. Tue Residence permit (B-permit) is for persons who are 

expected to stay and work in Switzerland for more than 12 months. Since the quota 

for B-permits is smaller than for L-permits, obtaining a B-permit is even more 

difficult. In matters of the unlimited residence permit (C-permit), the same rules 

apply as for EU/EFTA citizens. 14 

A non-EU/EFTA citizen who intends to be self-employed must submit an 

application together with a business plan, proof of financial means, and a certificate 

of registration. The competent authority will review the business plan and assess the 

relevant market situation. 

Residence permit without employment 
Every EU/EFTA citizen who is not gainfully employed has the right to stay in 

Switzerland (with his/her family) if he/she has sufficient financial resources to make 

a living. This is the case if he/she is not in need of social welfare. Pensioners are only 

required to prove that the available financial resources exceed the amount that would 

13 art 23 and 24 FNA 
14 art 23 f FNA; 'Residence permits for EU/EFTA nationals', (State Secretariat for Migration - SEM), sem. 

admin.chlsemlenlhome/themenlaufenthaftlnicht_eu_efta.html accessed 28 July 2017 
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